
SOLUTIONS 
OVERVIEW
SessionM is a customer engagement 
and loyalty platform empowering the 
world’s most innovative brands to 
forge stronger, more loyal and more 
profitable consumer relationships.

With powerful customer data 
management at the core, SessionM 
provides campaign management 
capabilities coupled with a flexible and 
comprehensive loyalty management 
solution to help marketers drive 
targeted outreach to increase 
engagement and profitability.

Trusted by:

http://www.sessionm.com


Solutions Overview

“SessionM’s loyalty platform is 
packed with loyalty management 
and marketing capabilities. Clients 
like the platform’s dynamic 
audience capability for 
segmentation, and one reference 
said they "Love SessionM’s 
thinking and the platform’s ability 
to encourage specific behaviors 
from their customers.”

The Forrester Wave: Loyalty 
Technology Platforms (April 2019)

“With SessionM, the stream of 
customer information is like 
opening up a spigot. Now we 
know what you bought, where, 
and when so we can tailor 
promotions.”

The Underlying Magic

First-Party Data Management 

SessionM ingests, unifies and enriches data streaming 
into the platform from a variety of touchpoints. 
Declared, observed and predictive data is tied to each 
individual customer profile, and updated as customers 
take action. Afforded with a deeper understanding of 
customer behavior helps marketing, customer service 
and in-store staff deliver smarter and more 
personalized interactions. 

Data Activation & Engagement 

Increase time-to-value for each campaign by 
orchestrating seamless engagements in real time. 
Build compelling interactions by rewarding customers 
for completing a specific behavior or series of 
behaviors. Messaging can be built within the 

SessionM platform and deployed through push, email, 
SMS, in-app channels, and more.

Personalized Offers

Deploy a variety of offer types through promotional 
campaigns, reward stores, tier behavior rules, and 
more. Create and distribute unique offers for each 
customer, deliver it through their preferred channel, 
verify eligibility and take the discount right at the point 
of sale. 

Data-Driven Loyalty

Craft highly personalized and gamified loyalty 
experiences, incentivizing customers to purchase 
more frequently while gaining valuable information 
about their behaviors and preferences. Flexible loyalty 
functionality enables brands to set unique rules 
governing entrance, behavior and maintenance for 
each tier/level. 

SessionM clients typically 

see loyalty members make 

15% more purchases per 

year
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Operational Customer Data 

The SessionM Platform is built to enable marketers 
and other business units across the organization 
to derive value from first-party customer data. 
Segment creation can be done right within the 
platform based on a number of different attributes, 
and applied to messaging or promotional 
campaigns. Additionally, advanced segmentation 
use cases can be unlocked using Audience 
Composer, a SQL Builder UI.

Intelligent Segments 

Segments can be created to either be dynamic or 
static: dynamic audiences update in real time as 
customers take action, and the audience 
composition changes over time, whereas static 
audiences are frozen in time for the purposes of a 
desired rigid audience, or to compare trends such 
as seasonality.

Customer Data Management 
Fast Action on Fast Data

SessionM integrates with disparate systems to 

ingest and unify customer data into one unique 

profile for each customer. Integrations with systems 

such as e-commerce platforms, mobile apps/

ordering, email service providers, data 

warehouses, and the in-store point of sale system 
enables a holistic view of each customer.

Predictive Metrics 

Each individual customer profile is enriched with 
predictive metrics such as customer lifetime value, 
risk of churn and product affinity. Historical metrics 
on recency, frequency and monetary spend are 
also calculated on a per-customer basis, and 
surfaced alongside predictive data within the 
customer profile. Utilizing predictive and historical 
metrics enables marketers to craft targeted 
campaigns based on customer preference and 
behaviors.
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Orchestrate Cross-Channel Campaigns 

Equally critical to delivering contextually relevant 
interactions is the ability to apply consistent 
messaging across channels. It’s no longer enough 
to send a one-off message on a single channel - 
marketers must continually adapt to channels in 
which customers will respond, which varies by 
customer.

Send cross-channel communication via email, 
SMS, push, and in-app messaging to take 
immediate action for the highest impact.

Power Systems of Engagement 

SessionM integrates with a number of leading 
email service providers and mobile marketing 
platforms to ensure each message reaches its 
intended customer. Information and guidelines 
for each campaign are set up in the SessionM 
platform, and creative is applied from a number 
of pre-built templates to enable brand 
appropriate, personalized messaging, 
across all channels.

Data Activation & Engagement 
Driving High Value Behavior to Win 
Moments of Impact

Once SessionM has ingested, synchronized and 

enriched customer data, it surfaces in the platform 

for highly targeted outreach, providing marketers 

with the information necessary to craft compelling 

messaging and promotional campaigns. 

Messages can be scheduled or triggered as 

customers take action, and specific rewards can 

be included when a customer completes a desired 

behavior or series of behaviors, such as spending 

over a certain threshold or making three 

purchases in a week. 

Execute Action-Based Promotions

Encourage specific behaviors with action-based 
promotions that map to key performance 
indicators and drive revenue like motivating a 
specific SKU purchase, increasing frequency or 
referring a friend. Apply various conditions to 
qualify rules that govern the issuance of a reward, 
such as number of behaviors required, or time 
frame to complete desired behavior.

“While not all CDPs are ideal for loyalty 
management, most support sophisticated 
personalization. By offering a loyalty module 
on top of the data, some CDPs enable 
marketing teams to manage programs as well 
as maintain close access to customer data. 
Example vendors include SessionM.” 

Market Guide for Loyalty Management 
(October 2018) 
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Data-Driven Loyalty and Offer Management  
Execute More Sophisticated Loyalty

Classify Customers With Status and Tiering 

Define key milestones along the customer 
journey with innovative status and tiering 
technology to reward customers with different 
point multipliers or specific rewards for each tier 
to motivate long term loyalty and deepen 
engagement. 

Set up unique rules for tier specific behavior, 
such as tier entrance behavior, purchase 
behavior and maintenance criteria. Tiers can 
operate as a function of spend, points earned, 
current balance, transaction count, and more to 
develop a differentiated program. Additionally, a 
flexible rule builder within the platform enables 
restrictions for certain SKUs, times, payment 
types, channels, and locations. 

The market is heavily saturated with loyalty 

programs that provide consumers with similar 

benefits and little differentiation. The one-size-fits-

all loyalty approach isn’t attractive to customers 

and fails to move the needle for your business. 

Brands today are facing retention problems with 

their current loyalty programs: customers grow 

bored of the same program with the same reward 

attached to the end, points and discounts don’t 

make a loyalty program special and many 

programs have a similar look and feel. 

Brands need to redesign their strategies to 

motivate incremental habits, such as increasing 

customer frequency or average order size, while 

simultaneously providing customers with a 

personalized experience. SessionM provides the 

tools needed to develop an engaging program that 

excites and drives high value behaviors over the 
short and long-term.

Closed Loop Offers to Motivate Behavior 

SessionM integrates with in-store POS systems and 
e-commerce sites to enable seamless offer 
redemption. Within the platform marketers can build 
out a roster of offer types, which when issued to 
customers can be immediately validated at the 

point-of-sale to drive incremental spend and 

customer profitability.

Marketers can reward customers with an offer 
through a number of different channels, such as 
promotional campaigns, tier level behavior rules, 
promo codes, purchasing through a reward store, 
or via customer service. 

Each time an offer is redeemed, customer profiles 
are updated to inform future offers, promotions and 
outreach. In addition, a series of dashboards and 
reports provide color on the amount of offers 
issued, redeemed and expired.
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Encourage Tier Ascension with a Personalized 

Reward Store 

A configurable digital reward store is an impactful 
way to drive participation in a loyalty program. 
Enable customers to decide how they want to 
spend their points by providing a number of 
different rewards, each with their own unique 
price. Availability of rewards can be dependent on 
which tier a customer is part of, thus enforcing 
exclusivity and motivating additional behavior. A 
reward store can be set up to never expire, or set 
to run for a limited amount of time to promote 
excitement around a holiday or new product.

Gain Insight With Loyalty Analytics & Reporting 

SessionM provides a detailed view into the data 
surfaced within the platform, allowing business 
units across the organization to understand 
performance and measure against critical KPIs. 
With a series of intuitive dashboards, platform users 
can seamlessly evaluate program growth, 
understand the impact on the bottom line and 
determine the financial liability of points and offers.

Motivate Behavior with Rewards and Points 

Discounts and points are nothing new for loyalty 
programs, but when used effectively they can 
provide tremendous value to both the customer 
and the brand. Well-timed promotions satisfy a 
number of use cases, such as acquiring a new 
customer, surprising and delighting an existing 
one, or reactivating a customer who is in danger of 
lapsing. Set up location-based, challenge-based or 
multi-step promotions to incentivize an incremental 
purchase. Additionally, provide rewards for non-
transactional behaviors, such as rewarding 
a customer with bonus points on her birthday or 
delivering an offer to a customer who has been 
part of the loyalty program for exactly a year.

Clearly Track Each Portion of a Loyalty Program 

Point accounts allow a loyalty program to 
seamlessly scale in complexity. By assigning 
separate spending rules and expiration dates per 
point source, points earned from various sources 
can have specific regulations. For example, points 
from a third party promotion might expire after six 
months, whereas branded credit card points expire 
after 60 days. 

Fraud protection capabilities are layered 
throughout the platform to ensure you’re not 
giving away free points or offers. Marketers can 
set the max number of points a user can earn per a 
given time period, set frequency caps on offer 
acquisition and hold points in an escrow account 
for a configurable period of time. Additionally, 
SessionM uses anomaly detection models to 
monitor for spikes in loyalty activity at an 
aggregate level.

One Complete Engagement Tool
Unlike other loyalty and engagement vendors, SessionM provides organization with a single, intuitive tool where 
all customer data is ingested into an operational profile so marketers can create targeted campaigns based 
on specific attributes and behavior. Unlock customer data to construct an intelligent loyalty program that drives 
engagement and incremental spend.

To get started, request a demo at www.sessionm.com

http://www.sessionm.com
https://www.sessionm.com/



